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ABSTRACT

Fast advancement of information technologies in recent years completely changed
organizational processes and systems design. This is also from one of them, developed since
2006, i.e called cloud computing. This permitted a party virtualization of the system of
organization, including some mechanism of the accounting information system. Thus it
emerged and was operational zed at the organizational stage, cloud accounting [software].
The concept of cloud accounting originated in 2006 in foreign i.e New Zealand with Zero. Zero
always consists from cloud-based accounting solution system; it was not evaluated or sold a
traditional desktop computer version of its software of accounting. At present it is more
demanded in India because of having Globalization, cloud accounting is the need of every
organization because it is more flexible and its data can be traced or seen from anywhere, and
all organization don’t want to invest lots of money for establish proper set up and resources so
they would like to work with cloud accounting without extending the hard disk storage or the
version of their system the study of this topic will help to all the business man and students for
understanding the benefit of cloud accounting.
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Introduction
It is the modern aspect of accounting or we can say that accounting on the air, Cloud

accounting is a accounting software that is based on remote servers. Cloud accounting
provides accounting efficiency to every business enterprise in a new generation similar to
the SAAS (Software as a Service) tools of business model. Live Data is sent into "the cloud,"
where it does processing and after that data are returned to the user. All types of software
application activities are performed off-site, not on the desktop of user. In the cloud computing,
users access the software applications remotely without any wire connectivity through
the Internet or other network via a cloud application service provider. Using cloud computing
accounting software frees the big business from installation & maintains various software on
each desktop computers. It also allows or permitted to staff in remote or several branch offices
to see and access the same original data and on the same version of the same software.

Most application providers usually charge based on usage, compared to site
license fees associated with habitual or conventional accounting software deployments.
Accounting data backup and disaster recovery is generally a procedural step of your cloud
computing accounting software.
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So why this thing is Called the Cloud?
If we think about the use of internet banking, every time we access or search this data,

we’re using the cloud. The cloud area is one of the common platforms to make data and
software accessible by using internet anytime, anywhere, from any computer device. Your
hard drive is not longer then central hub. What is the basic difference between traditional
accounting and cloud accounting software?

There are a numerous key distinctions between cloud accounting and traditional site
accounting. For one, cloud accounting is much better for flexibility point of view. Data of
business accounting can be searched or accessed from anywhere in all over the world on any
device with an Internet connection, instead on some select on-premises computers. Secondly,
it is not similar like traditional accounting software, software  of cloud accounting  updates
financial information within a short moment automatically and supply the financial reporting
data in real-time as per our need. it means  balances of business account  are always correct
& accurate and less errors take place during manual data entry process. Cloud accounting
software is also easy to handle multiple-currency and multi-company transactions more
competently.

On the world of premises, every time the firm growth rate is increasing, they bump
into big software license and service costs which are always occur very high and new
licenses fees for managing database system and other supportive relevant software. The
firm always has to make heavy capital for purchasing new hardware, like servers. But by
using  cloud solutions, businesses do not get fixed with permanent, high cost equipment and
licenses when your business deals are over and, similar like, there are no big spikes in costs
when it elaborate a little.

Also, cloud accounting requires far less costly maintenance than its conventional
matching part. The cloud provider provide complete backups and updates features
automatically and no requirement to downloaded or installed on a company desktop.
Data Security with Cloud Accounting

Cloud accounting solution system provides high security (and we can say it more
secure than our expectation) method of saving and storing important financial data than
traditional software of accounting. For example a company Desktop or laptop with vital
financial information may be damaged or stolen, which could lead to destroy any information.
Cloud accounting solution, however, leaves no tracking of important financial data on the
desktop of company, and use to that data in the cloud and this data are encrypted and totally
protected with password.

Transferring data is also a easy task in cloud accounting, more than one people simply
require access rights to the same desktop with their unique confidential passwords. Traditional
methods often require spark drives to move data, which could be damaged or stolen. Last of
all, cloud providers generally have backup servers in two or more locations. if one server
network go downhill, still you can access to your important data. If the important Information
related to finance are kept on-premises then it may be destroyed or damaged by fire or natural
disaster, and may never be restored or recover.
Will Cloud Accounting save My Money?

Those Companies who use the system of cloud accounting need only less initial
server infrastructure to save or store data, and Technical person have no need to maintain it
or update the cloud accounting system quickly. Less additional expenses and no need to
purchase new software it means huge savings for businesses. For the on-premises world it
is the literal opposite. All time a firm grows, they bump into big software license and service
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costs as well as new licenses and other fees for database management system and other
relevant software.
Literature Review

In India lots of work has been done only on cloud computing but In terms of practical
research it involves identifying appropriate articles relevant with this topic, written by foreign
authors Mr Romanian in 2011-2016, and interpretation to emphasize perspective for execution
of cloud based accounting in the Romanian organizations.
Conclusion

After understanding the overall concept finally we find that every businessman may
use which is based on cloud accounting software from any device or system with proper
internet connectivity. Here the means of Online accounting refers small business owners
mostly be connected to their data and their accountants. The software can combine with a
entire eco-system of add-ons. It’s measurable, less costly and easy to use. In the cloud, there
is no requirement to install various software's and run other applications over a computer.
Instead, you reimburse for the old software by charges monthly subscription.
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